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Foreword
Elise Tissier
Director, Bpifrance Le Lab
Translation by David W. Versailles

The support to innovative businesses represents the kernel of Bpifrance’s mission since its creation. The French government has tasked the Public Bank
for Investments (Bpifrance) with the management of a vast programme (the
“Deeptech plan”) to support disruptive innovation and the creation of startups. However, innovation cannot be limited to the transformation of basic
research born in academic laboratories. It should be considered from a broader
perspective. This is the reason why Bpifrance has taken an interest in new
organisational designs hosting all forms of innovation, technological or not.
Such designs build a network of resources available all over France, and beyond.
Are companies sufficiently aware of services offered by innovation platforms
and open laboratories? Are managerial processes in place in companies adapted
to interactions with these organisations? Are open labs suited to offer constant
support to the development of innovation in companies? These questions were
at the origin of interactions between Bpifrance and the newPIC chair at Paris
School of Business; they motivated the research projects commissioned to this
team of researchers.

Open labs as an “object” for entrepreneurs:
what are we dealing with?
Local public policymakers have a vested interest in nurturing their territories, creating wealth, valorising, and retaining local businesses. They converge with innovative entrepreneurs on the need to work with innovation
platforms and open innovation laboratories. These new organisational designs
take multiple forms, but they are always intended to serve entrepreneurial ventures and innovative projects. They bring new solutions to support innovation, encourage new types of interaction, and promote new ways of working.
They represent new links in local ecosystem networks. Bpifrance expected to
improve its understanding of these new tendencies, and their roles in innovation ecosystems.
Seventy-four percent of managers explain that they intend to adapt
their managerial practices over the coming years (Bpifrance Le Lab, 2020).
Innovation platforms and open labs contribute to this evolution, and address
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some of the needs identified in companies. However, they do not only
represent tools supporting the evolution of managerial practices and represent
much more than convivial and disruptive open spaces. They also contribute to
a deep transformation of social interactions in companies.
Understanding how to interact with innovation platforms and open labs is no
easy task. What are the rationales for their installation? For their management?
For their facilitation of innovation projects? For their support to incubation
and acceleration processes? Bpifrance’s mission is to support entrepreneurs in
small and medium-size companies with the identification of available resources
for their innovative ventures. A better understanding of the contributions by
innovation platforms and open labs therefore makes it possible for Bpifrance
to improve its own services, and the execution of its own mission. It is also
important for Bpifrance to anticipate new tendencies and follow evolutions
over time. Thanks to contributions by academic researchers, Bpifrance Le Lab
made it possible to improve its understanding of developments occurring over
recent decades and reinforce its raison d’être: “serve the future”.

Essential contributions by academic research
Interactions with Paris School of Business’s newPIC chair were motivated by
the need for an analysis going much beyond a simple list describing existing
innovation platforms and open labs. Bpifrance was looking for a taxonomy of
such organisational designs that could be used to follow these intermediaries of
innovation over time. Research projects developed by the team led by Valérie
Mérindol and David W. Versailles at the newPIC chair of Paris School of
Business were commissioned in partnership with Innovation Factory, a Parisbased innovation platform (also part of Galileo Education group) interested in
understanding this then emerging phenomenon.
The first investigation (Mérindol and Versailles, 2017) made an essential
and innovative contribution with the first taxonomy of open labs, innovation platforms, and “third places”. Field research focused on the Paris region.
The taxonomy de-homogenised these notions and identified several forms of
innovation intermediaries suiting needs and expectations introduced by several categories of entrepreneurs, and of innovation projects. The diversity of
interactions in ecosystems and of constitutive elements leading to the installation of innovation platforms was present in the taxonomic approach. Highly
detailed information was collected during field research (interviews, observation), which made it possible to account for the large variety of interdependencies. This rich and dense material revealed all interdependencies and did not
treat open labs as isolated agents. This systemic approach was the very reason
for Bpifrance to commission the newPIC chair with this research project.
After this first round of activities, it soon appeared relevant to expand this
research with a second report covering other regional ecosystems in continental France (Mérindol et al., 2018). A third report (Mérindol and Versailles,
2019) then compared the different evolutions in France and in different Asian
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countries. The Paris region may be the sole French “innovation leader” region
on the European regional innovation scoreboard (2016), but it is neither the
only French region to host innovation platforms, open labs, and “third places”,
nor the sole region to host innovation-related initiatives (in the different categories of innovation). Open labs exist in all French regions. New innovation platforms emerge every day. Interactions between local policymakers and
companies foster their multiplication, and their diversity. It is then highly relevant for Bpifrance Le Lab to follow these tendencies and take advantage of
this knowledge to feed other research projects and field research activities.

Lessons learned
Open labs serve the installation of new organisational designs in companies

The diversity of fab labs, incubators, makerspaces, coworking spaces, and other
organisational designs in relation to innovation was initially difficult to appraise.
With their different objectives, services, and ways of working, their potential
contributions to entrepreneurial ventures were so diverse that it was difficult to
identify their respective added values. The contributions of academic research
made it possible to better understand how innovation platforms and open labs
support the ever-changing dynamics of entrepreneurial ventures and ecosystems, both established companies and SMEs. They offer complementary and
diversified competences and distinctive experiences. Open labs serve communities of entrepreneurs where horizontal relations abound. New modalities
prevail for the interactions, beyond statuses (employees or not), hierarchical
links, or roles in organigrams. Strong ties emerge and foster the dissemination of sharing and reciprocity values. Open labs also represent a source of
creativity. They project a positive value of entrepreneurship in ecosystems that
concretises with the creation of new businesses. This renewed environment
also contributes to the shedding of a different light on entrepreneurship, where
failure is acknowledged as a standard step in any entrepreneurial journey where
teams and individuals learn. Failure is not considered as an infamous definitive
dead-end anymore; it represents the logical by-product of any entrepreneurial
risk and the logical corollary of learning-by-making.
Open labs commit to several missions

The first main contribution provided by the taxonomy of open labs and
innovation platforms focuses on their services, with the important dichotomy between “thinkers” and “makers”. Open labs adhering to the “maker”
approach develop a portfolio of activities around prototyping. “Thinker” open
labs deliver intellectual services in relation to innovation and creativity. Beyond
these two categories, open labs share several features: a physical space, communities of individuals and entrepreneurs, open and collaborative approaches, and
an openness to all stakeholders in their respective ecosystems. Open labs define
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themselves by their portfolio of services and missions, and by the collective
dynamics they foster, develop, or contribute to. It is especially interesting to
understand how open labs contribute to start-up creation and business ventures. Some of them focus on a specific sector, others do not. Some organise
to support independent workers and craftsmen with the creation of competence networks to mutualise resources and produce joint responses to calls for
proposals. The main important societal topics of our time (social and solidary
economics, economic and environmental sustainability, “civic techs”) frame
activities in lots of open labs. Other open labs elaborate on geeks passionate
about technology who commit to developing their projects during their free
time. The internal organisation of open labs always demonstrates their originality, with facilitation staff, communities, and mentors in charge of incubation.
Whatever their size, small open labs or mega-innovation platforms, all these
aspects finally materialise with the emblematic spaces embodying their brand.
In all regions, open labs also develop with transport and communication infrastructures, with stakeholders in the ecosystems, and with the other activities
present in cities and urban environments.
Open labs provide new opportunities for developing
firms’ open innovation strategy

Investigations developed by Bpifrance show that the foundations of innovation lie in the confrontation of ideas between services, units, etc. Innovation
is always intended as a process leading to value creation. Such confrontation
represents a condition for creativity. It is also a reference in the process leading to a go/no-go decision in the innovation process. All activities in place in
companies with collaborative processes, decentralised responsibilities, and horizontal participation do not automatically lead to innovation. However, cooperation and the sharing of ideas and returns on experience always represent
guarantees for innovation and performance. Fruitful collaboration paves the
way for organisations to economise on time and cash (Bpifrance Le Lab, 2020).
Research also shows that community-based communication, for instance with
internal social networks available in companies, supports interactions about
ideas and knowledge, and contributes to creative stimulation.
Following the same rationales, open labs and innovation platforms represent additional and complementary resources worthy of interest for any
company. Open labs offer an opportunity to externalise parts of a company’s
human resources beyond its traditional boundaries, on a permanent or temporary basis. It is relevant to envision open labs as extensions of companies
connecting with new networks of stakeholders and contributors of innovation and creativity projects. Research developed by the newPIC chair clearly
identifies that “communities represent the key distinctive assets in open
labs and innovation platforms”, “a source of diversity of experience, competencies, and perspectives”. Open labs elaborate on these communities to
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provide new intermediation services in the general framework of open innovation and facilitate adaptation to change in always more turbulent business
environments.
Whatever their size, firms are today both clients and partners of open labs.
As clients, firms take advantage of new opportunities based on new intermediation capabilities proposed by open labs and, also, purchase their services in
the domain of innovation and creativity. As partners, firms commit to long
term interactions that are not only based on commercial rationales. This dual
relation shows how much it is relevant to investigate further the new framework by open labs. All categories of firms, in different sectors, with different
levels of technological intensity, with different strategic intents and different
objectives, will find opportunities to benefit from interactions with open labs.
It applies to small companies and entrepreneurial ventures that will find options
in open labs to reach out to a large population of stakeholders and grow faster,
and in more solid ways, in their ecosystems. It also applies to large established
companies that will be supported by open labs to find flexibility and agility lost
because of their size. Research on open labs is important because these organisations represent key actors in business ecosystems.
Open labs support firms to cope with increasing levels of complexity

Among many other variables, globalisation and digitalisation are major elements reshaping the world, illustrating its complexity. Managers and strategic
decisionmakers need to create the conditions for the firm’s agility to adapt.
This constraint applies to all sorts of entrepreneurial ventures, and to all categories of companies, but firms are obviously less agile when their size and
complexity increases. In these cases, creativity and innovation must find ways
and means to transform into actual evolutions of business models, strategies, or
portfolios of products/services. Managers cannot rely on linear modalities anymore: they need to find options to adapt to this complexity, and cope with it to
sustain competitive advantages in their organisations and empower innovation
processes. Managers shall transform with exceptional competencies to handle
the different levers available in firms that can be presented as a sort of complex
adaptative system (Heraud et al., 2019). Whatever the theoretical references at
hand, the management of creativity and innovation does not fit into models of
the firm based on strategic planning and linear reasoning.
New learning processes, new forms of interaction, of cooperation, of
sharing, make it possible to address the challenges of complexity. In taking
advantage of the dynamics of communities, research about open labs and innovation platforms has identified how these new intermediaries install specific
mechanisms fostering innovation and creativity that propose actual solutions
to complex problems thanks to dense attention to end users, observation, and
communication. Research is still necessary to investigate further how to deliver
and manage open labs and innovation platforms, but it is already possible to
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conclude that these aspects represent key distinctive contributions made by
open labs to ecosystems.
Open labs make direct contributions to local economic policies

Last, but not least, services delivered by open labs and innovation platforms
serve public policies. This explains why local, national, and European public
policymakers not only devote increasing attention to them, but also support
their development. Local public actors, municipalities, or regional governments do not only bring budgets, but also develop specific innovation programmes based on open labs. This “political” contribution represents an
important evolution. Local policymakers and “political” entrepreneurs partner
to establish specific open labs or use services intended to support the development of start-ups and SMEs, societal transformation, and the development of
local business ecosystems. As soon the open lab gains influence on a territory,
it also becomes a part of its public brand and contributes to its global visibility
and attractiveness.
France is also characterised by the emergence of mega open labs, or megainnovation platforms, that elaborate on specific financial resources and directly
operate on a very large scale attracting international visibility. Some of these
ventures become platforms of platforms and deserve specific attention to better
understand the services delivered to communities of entrepreneurs and firms.
Research has already identified the tension between size (or scale) and the
preservation of strong ties inside communities. Further research is probably
necessary to investigate these aspects further and qualify how to preserve the
philosophy of “sharing” and reciprocity that constitutes the originality of open
labs.
Perspectives for the future

Thanks to rigorous academic research and well-documented field research,
Bpifrance Le Lab is now able to support SMEs and explain the open labs’ added
value for the development of entrepreneurial trajectories, and for activities in
relation to exploration and innovation. Bpifrance is committed to supporting
the development of strong ties between open labs, SMEs, and medium-sized
industrial companies. It is the companies’ vested interest to embark on this
evolution.
However, managerial modes must adapt. To maximise their attractiveness,
open labs and innovation platforms must preserve flexible managerial modes
and minimal hierarchies for the facilitation of projects and avoid the traps of
unnecessary constraining structures. New management modes also emerge
within companies with improved facilitation mechanisms and greater consideration for nonlinear processes of innovation. Open labs and innovation platforms have understood this transition well, but mega open labs will devote
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great attention to this issue in the future. This point is important because the
world of open labs will most probably reveal restructuring in the future, with
more sustainable business models and stabilisation around high value added
services.
Bpifrance Le Lab aims to provide SMEs and mid-size companies the keys
for their expansion, growth, and development to contribute to national influence. This research on open labs and innovation platforms contributes to our
mission.
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Introduction
Valérie Mérindol and David W. Versailles

This book shows the importance of open labs as catalysts of innovation, or as
innovation intermediaries, to handle mutations and challenges in knowledgebased economies.
Working spaces, living labs, fab labs, incubators, makerspaces, and
hackerspaces are considered as new phenomena best suited to improve the
management of creativity and of innovation (Merkel, 2017; Bouncken and
Reuschl, 2018). These new workplaces and spatial constructs (Burkner and
Lange, 2020), developed over the 2010 decade. Howell and Bingham (2019)
identify around 14,000 active coworking spaces in the USA in 2017. In
France, the number of coworking spaces has multiplied by a factor of ten over
the last ten years. Fablab Studio assesses 250 active fab labs and 2,500 active
makerspaces in 2020 in France. In China and in India, the same phenomenon
does exist but with a twin focus on incubators and coworking spaces.
In this book, we call these new organisations “open labs” to zoom out from
the different specificities introduced by labelling and certification networks
(fab labs, living labs) and other societal claims (coworking spaces). Despite their
diversity and various labels, they are all built on three pillars: a community of
contributors, a physical space to host social interactions and knowledge processes,
and a portfolio of services (such as an incubation programme, flex office, or
consulting activities). Even though they share many properties and managerial
challenges with open labs, this book deliberately leaves out innovation platforms
affiliated with companies, because they respond to different rationales (business
models, managerial practices, relations with intrapreneurship, reappropriation
of innovation outcomes inside business units), and usually make an impact on
business ecosystems through the adaptation of the business models and business
portfolios of established firms.
The purpose of this book is to appraise the originality of open labs and
the dynamics of their evolution. It offers the opportunity to investigate their
multifaceted contributions to the management of innovation and creativity.
The chapters explain that open labs require proactive managerial practices,
with events, and adapted physical and organisational designs. To accommodate
the demands and expectations introduced by stakeholders and users, mindsets
must adapt. Open labs are the beatbox to create a rhythm in ecosystems and
DOI: 10.4324/9781003125587-1
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make all stakeholders move forward, faster, together. To travel this journey,
engage key stakeholders, and make an impact, new attitudes and skills are
required to empower collective competences and support communities.
The originality of this book relates to the investigation of managerial issues,
usually a black box or a set of implicit, often irrelevant, transpositions from
other contexts. In all chapters, the main conclusion is simple: setting up a
physical space or installing a portfolio of “open lab-related” activities without
adapted management makes no impact. Actual management is a mandatory
condition for success. The chapters analyse these managerial specificities and
key success factors necessary to make an impact on ecosystems. The book
explains how managers orchestrate all activities to deliver services to “users”,
and to create value through the empowerment of communities.
The book originated in a discussion between the editors when they were
sitting under the sun of the Praça de Comercio in June 2019, between sessions
of the European Academy of Management annual conference held in Lisbon,
Portugal. The discussion soon reached out to our colleagues at the Mosaic
research centre in Montréal. We all realised that our dense field research
activities were contributing to propose an original light on this important
phenomenon with a large sample of original cases that were accessible to
English-speaking audiences with difficulty.
On the French side, activities started in late 2014 with an expert group
organised and facilitated by the editors of this book for the newPIC chair at Paris
School of Business, in partnership with the FutuRIS platform of the French
Association Nationale de la Recherche et de la Technologie (ANRT). The
publication of a white paper ensued, that was among the first publications on
the topic in France (Mérindol et al., 2016). This document drew the attention
of different institutional audiences in France, and motivated Innovation Factory
(a Paris-based open lab) and Bpifrance Le Lab (the research lab of the French
governmental institution supporting innovation, Bpifrance) to commission several
research projects to the newPIC chair, all of them being directed and supervised
by the editors. All projects compared open labs with innovation platforms
hosted by (large) companies. The first research project investigated the open lab
phenomenon in the Paris region (Mérindol and Versailles, 2017). The second
one expanded the analysis to continental France’s main regional hubs (Mérindol
et al., 2018). The third investigation introduced updates about the phenomenon
in France, but mainly compared the recent evolutions in France and in different
countries in Asia (Mérindol and Versailles, 2019). For this last project, some
aspects of field research activities were performed by Innovation is Everywhere, a
Singapore-based consulting firm commissioned ad hoc for the project. In parallel,
Ignasi Capdevila was focusing on specific aspects of coworking spaces, a specific
category of open labs, in supervising and contributing to several research projects
funded by the regional government of Catalonia in Spain (Cowocat Rural), or
by the European Union (Coral project on collaborative spaces).
All over these years, the Mosaic team at HEC Montréal, headed by Patrick
Cohendet and Laurent Simon, was organising several projects about local
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open lab initiatives, and promoting the originality of this phenomenon during
the different editions of the Summer School on Management of Creativity
organised in Montréal (Canada), Barcelona (Spain), or Strasbourg (France).
Several authors or co-authors of this book are (were) PhD students in the
Mosaic research team. They have investigated or are investigating open labs
for their PhD projects.
As a follow-up to this dense field research endeavour operated over eight
years, the book offers an outline of more than 40 open labs located in France,
Canada, Spain, China, and other countries in Asia. The ten chapters in this
book are all original contributions. Most case studies analysed in these chapters
are published here in English for the very first time.

Open labs as a key player of open innovation
The phenomenon of open labs, innovation hubs (or platforms), and collaborative
spaces is anchored in the general dynamics of open innovation, but it has now
pervaded lots of different areas of business and economic life. Open innovation
is considered as a new paradigm of innovation (Chesbrough, 2003; Bogers
et al., 2018): because of the increasing complexity of the knowledge base and
the turbulence of business and technological environments, public and private
actors cannot innovate alone anymore. Large organisations cannot rely solely
on internal resources to innovate. Smaller companies and start-ups must embed
themselves in networks that become even more critical than before to find
the resources appropriate to develop innovation projects or new ventures.
In the context of open innovation, the combination of internal and external
resources is necessary to explore, identify new opportunities, experiment with
new solutions, and bring them to the market.
Two categories of consequences of this new paradigm ensue. First, open
innovation implies collective strategies between public and private actors to
develop new projects. Open innovation requires the development of ecosystems
strategy (Jacobides et al., 2018) and to nurture various communities of innovation, interests, and practices (West and Lakhani, 2008; Amin and Cohendet,
2004; Roberts, 2017). Second, open innovation requires the connection of
profiles with various backgrounds and different types of competencies. This
implies the installation and development of the conditions of relational trust
and common/mutual understanding to nurture new multisided collaboration
(Ollila and Elmquist, 2011). When appraised from a knowledge management
perspective, the exploration and exploitation of new solutions in an open innovation context requires the articulation of heterogeneous knowledge.
“Open labs” directly contribute to the management of creativity and innovation in the context of open innovation by designing new ecosystems and
communities (Mérindol and Versailles, 2017). They make it possible to break
silos by connecting people from various institutions and environments. Open
labs progressively become the focal point in an economy of serendipitous
encounters (Jakonen et al., 2017) and a locus of creativity in the context of
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globalisation (Bathelt and Cohendet, 2014; Capdevila, 2015; Suire, 2019).
They also offer the opportunity to develop new managerial practices to support collaboration between public and private actors and to experiment new
creative methods (Sarpong et al., 2017).
This book illustrates, with actual cases, recent tendencies and development
trajectories. It investigates, in particular, their contributions to innovation
ecosystems in sectors such as healthcare, smart cities, or tertiary education. The
book also offers perspectives to explain how open labs progressively become
focal actors in their respective ecosystems. In addition, it shows how open
labs present a unique opportunity to install new connections with stakeholders
who are not traditional parts of the innovation processes or entrepreneurial
journeys, such as artists. Furthermore, the book also shows how open labs
diffuse their organisational model from urban areas to rural environments.

Conceptual approaches of open labs as original intermediaries
From a conceptual perspective, open labs belong to the category of
organisational intermediaries inside ecosystems. In line with the analysis of
networks developed by Hargadon and Sutton (1997), Howells (2006) considers
that intermediaries do not only act “linkers” but also as “brokers”. It means
that open labs actively participate in the creation of value in ecosystems, and
progressively transform into a knowledge repository to develop new solutions.
Agogue et al. (2013) suggest two complementary functions to investigate the
role of these intermediaries: they act as “brokers of networks” and as “brokers
of content” by offering various services to develop collective strategies and
collaboration.
Several forms of organisational intermediaries exist (Howells, 2006; Agogue
et al., 2013): firms, not-for-profit organisations, informal groups of individuals.
In this book, we consider open labs as an original type of organisational
intermediaries based on the dynamics of communities. They gather people
coming from various economic spheres and contribute to progressively create a
sense of community among people who do not know each other (Garret et al.,
2017; Bouncken and Alsam, 2019): entrepreneurs, artists, designers, employees
coming from large companies, and scientists. This book investigates open labs
as specific instances of organisational intermediaries based on the dynamics of
communities, and the installation of physical spaces for interactions. Open labs
contribute to build new cognitive architectures by animating events, coaching
for innovation and creativity methods, and organising collaboration. This
book shows that open labs act as catalysts in new ecosystems of innovation
and contribute to the rejuvenation of industrial wastelands in urban areas and
peripheral regions.
Open innovation requires the installation of new models of governance
at the local level to install new dynamics of knowledge production based on
collective strategies. Open labs contribute to installing these new modalities
of interaction and coordination modes among the main actors of ecosystems.
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Because communities are located at the kernel of their development, open
labs can be considered as promoters of three forms of governance. In this perspective, the open lab phenomenon locates at the intersection between three
conceptual frameworks.
First, open labs represent a “middleground” as defined by Cohendet et al.
(2014). It means that they characterise a link, an intermediary framework based
on communities and on dynamics that are not only led by prices and commercial mechanisms, between an informal underground culture, and formal
organisations (the “upperground”). As instances of the “middleground”, open
labs contribute to make visible (or available) ideas and solutions already present
in the underground, and to transform them into innovation for the “upperground” (Bathelt and Cohendet, 2014; Schmidt and Brinks, 2017; Brown,
2017). This book shows that the concept of “middleground” is useful to
understand how open labs contribute to knowledge intensive sectors such as
healthcare ecosystems.
Second, open labs represent the trigger of the Triple and Quadruple
Helix models of innovation (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000; Carayannis
and Campbell, 2009). The Triple Helix describes virtuous interactions and
collaboration between policymakers, firms, and universities (Etzkowitz and
Zhou, 2017). The Quadruple Helix extends the collaboration between these
three institutional spheres to civil society, most notably citizens, artists, and
media (Carayannis and Rakhmatullin, 2014). Open labs contribute to the
emergence of a climate of trust suited to install the dynamics of the Triple or
Quadruple Helix models of innovation at territorial level. They represent new
spaces of interactions to create collaborative projects and to build a common
picture of priorities that is shared by public and private actors (Ranga and
Etzkowitz, 2013; Heraud, 2017). Open labs also contribute to experiment
in new ways to involve citizens, artists, and “normal” users in creativity or
innovation processes.
More recently, open labs have also been considered as a place suited for the
organisation of the “innovation commons” (Potts, 2019). Innovation commons
create the institutional conditions for an effective common pool of knowledge to accelerate the development of entrepreneurial opportunities (Allen
and Potts, 2017). Innovation commons are considered as a model of innovation complementing the firm seen as a “nexus of contracts” as in Coase (1937,
1991) and Williamson (1990), and to the exploitation of knowledge assets, as in
the resource-based view of the firm (Barney, 1991, 2001) and market mechanisms. Potts (2018) has explained that “innovation commons” are specifically
relevant during the early stages of exploration during innovation processes.
They reduce information access costs and knowledge articulation costs for
entrepreneurs (Potts, 2018; 2019). Allen and Potts (2017) and Cohendet et al.
(2021) directly mention open labs as illustrations of innovation commons even
though they do not use this generic term: Allen and Potts (2017) refer to hackerspaces while Cohendet et al. (2021) analyse fab labs. Both explain that open
labs make a direct contribution to install the dynamics of innovation commons
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by managing communities where people with a heterogeneous background
work and live together.
Middle ground, Triple and Quadruple Helix, innovation commons: this
book expands on these three conceptual bodies and investigates the conditions
for open labs to develop a large pool of shared knowledge to encourage
creativity and innovation. Even though the Triple and Quadruple Helix
concepts emerged as a concept used to analyse macroeconomic phenomena
and innovation-related public policies, the conceptual frameworks provide
opportunities to discuss the interaction between micro, meso, and macro levels
in the management of innovation and creativity.

Managerial approaches of open labs as agile organisations
The multifaceted contribution of open labs in the open innovation context
directly relates to their internal ways of working and managerial originalities.
Open labs cannot be considered as classical organisations, like companies,
because they serve the dynamics of communities. Mérindol et al. (2021) call
them “communities-based organisations” because the dynamics of communities
explain their development. Because of the self-organisation schemes inherent
in communities, the boundaries of the open labs are blurred and change over
time. By nature, open labs therefore represent flexible organisations.
Explicit organisational and managerial challenges underlie operations in
open labs when connecting together several “worlds” and contributing to the
design of new forms of collaboration. This managerial perspective represents
another originality of open labs as organisations. This book explains that such
managerial specificities do not emerge at random, and that original managerial
competencies are required to offer the boundary conditions for knowledge
exchange and value creation identified by Goermar et al. (2021). If open labs
represent boundary organisations or organisational intermediaries, the teams in
charge of the development of open labs therefore represent boundary spanners
in ecosystems.
They use tools and physical spaces that can be respectively considered as
boundary objects and boundary spaces. Boundary objects offer the opportunity
to mediate collaboration and generate the appropriate mechanisms for knowledge articulation during the emergence of new innovative solutions (Versailles
and Mérindol, 2019). Boundary spaces offer the opportunity to work inside
a neutral space suited to the emergence of unexpected encounters and to
collaboration across cognitive and organisational paradigms (Micek, 2020;
Champenois and Etzkowitz, 2018). Sarpong et al. (2017) point out that the
challenge of the development of these boundary spaces is to change practices
related to innovation. Open labs represent both a cognitive and physical space;
Hussenot (2021) has already applied the concept of organisational fluidity to
analyse them.
This book shows how the key components of open labs (physical spaces,
community, and portfolio of services) evolve over time. It investigates how
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open labs represent an agile organisation and handle, enact, or combine, the
three managerial dimensions of boundary spanners, boundary spaces, and
boundary objects. This book investigates managerial challenges underlying
their constant evolution to adapt to the needs of communities and ecosystems.
Specific organisational and managerial challenges apply to open labs because of
their links with communities that still require further investigation. However,
this book will show that these managerial modalities must be proactively considered for open labs to perform their role and make an impact on ecosystems.
The same holds for the business model of open labs, that still presents a series
of open questions to generate sustainable and independent ventures. Open labs
must still find effective solutions to break even and balance their mission, cost
structure, and revenues. This book shows that the business model of open labs
remains a traditional one, adhering to the rationales of the “old economy”,
even though it does also confront the challenge of handling the different variables supporting the analysis of the dynamics of communities. In traditional
organisations, managerial processes aim at the production of specific “outputs”;
in open labs, managerial processes aim at serving the community. The book
will show that the sustainability of open labs depends entirely on the lifecycle
of their communities.

Structure of the book
In the Foreword, Elise Tissier, Bpifrance Le Lab director, draws on perspectives
about the open lab phenomenon and shows the relevance of this phenomenon
for public policies.
This book is then divided into three parts and ten chapters. All chapters opt
for a qualitative approach based on interviews, visits to open labs, and direct
observation. In the chapters, field research elaborates on unique or multiple
cases, investigating open labs located in France, Spain, Canada, and Asia.
The first part of this book investigates common features of open labs as agile
organisations. Two chapters provide an analysis of their main strategic and
organisational dimensions.
In Chapter 1, Valérie Mérindol and David W. Versailles offer a taxonomy
of open labs based on key organisational attributes. The chapter zooms out
from eight years of field research investigations in France and in Asia (funded
by Bpifrance Le Lab and Innovation Factory or developed in partnership with
the ANRT FutuRIS platform) and develops an analysis of communities hosted
by open labs, their interaction with physical space and the evolutions of service
portfolios. This taxonomy represents a tool for further research.
In Chapter 2, David W. Versailles investigates the rationales behind the
elaboration of business models for the open labs, and perspectives for their
sustainability. The chapter explains rationales for profitability and sustainability,
in building links with strategic intentions. The chapter explains that these aspects
are most often difficult to appraise, because open labs are often encapsulated into
complex organisational and legal designs. The chapter explains that the business
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models of open labs instantiate rationales prevailing in the old economy, with a
strong emphasis on occupancy rates, threshold effects, and the management of
fixed costs. The main visible tension is between sustainability and scale, but the
main distinctive assets lie in the dynamics of the community. This means that
the root causes for sustainability relate to the dynamics of knowledge lifecycles
and the preservation of strong ties inside the open lab communities, nurtured
by a proactive management of the different components of their operations.
Handling all these aspects at the same time proves to be a difficult equation
that ultimately wraps up in the size of available working capital, and in the
survival of communities. It is difficult to define ex abrupto the optimal size of
a community, but field research already made it possible to point out that an
open lab will find it difficult to create value beyond genuine consulting if its
community dies.
The second part of the book investigates the multifaceted contribution of
open labs as innovation intermediaries.
Chapter 3 specifically investigates open labs active in the domain of arts
and culture. In this chapter, Nicolas Aubouin calls them “open art labs”.
He analyses how they create value with different configurations to serve the
traditional functions of open labs in a renewed and transversal approach. The
chapter focuses on three open art labs in France to describe the diversity of
roles enacted by artists when they contribute or support innovation processes:
explorers (promoters of a new vision creating bridges between different worlds),
boundary spanners (Levina and Vaast, 2005) serving the articulation of different
expertise, and co-producers of innovation (Imbert and Chauvet, 2013). The
dialogue between artists and open art labs creates a fertile environment where
the artists’ contributions can take three contributions to make an impact on the
innovation process: pollination, hybridisation, or pervasion. The chapter shows
the issues at stake when creating value around artistic projects, or working
with artists, and identifies expected managerial contributions to facilitate these
activities.
Chapters 4 and 5 both work on healthcare ecosystems.
In Chapter 4, Alexandra Le Chaffotec and Valérie Mérindol focus on
living labs in healthcare ecosystems. They show that living labs have three
different contributions as open labs: energise healthcare innovation ecosystems
by bringing together hospitals, private companies, and other institutions in
reference to the user-centric approach of innovation; act as architects of
innovation through the organisation of specific events (e.g., hackathons)
enabling co-creation activities; or promote the emergence of communities
of practice in enrolling end users into innovation processes. Beyond the
rejuvenation of existing ecosystems, the chapter unveils the importance of
the physical space to serve different options in the dynamics of communities.
Building on the difference between their interstitial, user-friendly, or functional
attributes, the chapter shows that different designs of the physical space and
different managerial activities around it serve the dynamics of communities
in original ways. Interstitial spaces foster the emergence of communities of
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innovation. User-friendly spaces support the development of communities of
practice.
In Chapter 5, Luc Sirois and Karl-Emanuel Dionne investigate the temporal
dynamics at play in innovation ecosystems. They analyse the tempo of events to
nurture the dynamics of communities and of innovation projects. This chapter
is based on a unique case study, Montréal-based Hacking Health network,
where both authors are/have been “insiders”. This chapter shows that events
are essential tool orchestrators to be used in connection with innovation
spaces to orchestrate the dynamics of ecosystems and handle the tempo of
innovation. The authors explain that a space without events is like hardware
without software, or bodies without souls. The authors claim that, in the
absence of events, nurturing communities becomes impossible and open labs
cannot deliver results. The authors show that the temporality of events feeds
the epistemic contributions made by open labs: events are used to train, teach,
create, and share knowledge at moments in time, therefore nurturing tacit and
explicit knowledge inside innovation communities. The chapter shows the
importance of synchronicity and temporality in the management of knowledge
articulation processes in open labs, and in their interaction with innovation
communities.
Chapter 6 by Luc Sirois, Octave Niamie, and Patrick Cohendet investigates
the open lab “Communitech” in the Kitchener-Waterloo region, Canada,
that act as an ecosystem of entrepreneurs. The authors show the various
managerial processes in place to support the emergence of this open lab, and
the importance of the culture of collaboration prevailing in that region to create
a momentum around this open lab. The chapter shows how the Communitech
open lab has progressively developed an associative model strengthening the
sense of belonging for entrepreneurs, and a physical space reflecting the values
of collaboration. The open lab was initially focused on start-ups, and gradually
expanded to handle interactions with large companies. This development
trajectory illustrates rationales for the focalisation of innovation-related activities
around this open lab and the parallel development of the associated community
of innovation. The chapter also shows how the agility of this open lab made
it possible to handle specific shows in the ecosystem and become the “Silicon
Valley of the North” leading to the formation of hundreds of technology startups, creating tens of thousands of jobs. The chapter explains the importance
of managing and planning activities in and around this open lab, and it also
identifies a long series of questions to address the sustainability of the model
and ensure the resilience of the ecosystem after the pandemic crisis.
In Chapter 7, Ignasi Capdevila analyses the transposition of the open lab
concept into rural ecosystems, most notably around the function of coworking
spaces. The chapter provides an analysis of the role and of the management
of open labs in rural environments and focuses on the development of new
communities in this specific context. Capdevila investigates the Cowocat Rural
case, coworking spaces located in rural Catalonia, Spain. He explains that the
dynamics of communities tend to be limited to the physical space in urban
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environments, while it is expanded to territorial embeddedness in rural cases.
Because of the low density of people in rural environments, the main challenge
of the coworking spaces is to overcome the gap between external and internal
communities, and the limitations incurred by the physical space hosting the
coworking space. To ensure the development of communities, the chapter
explains that coworking spaces need to deploy the management of the physical
spaces beyond their boundaries, and to animate the dynamics of interactions
outside them. The management must feed a virtuous circle of community
development where activities and events hosted in the space progressively
diffuse throughout the community, ensure its attractiveness, and diffuse to new
members. While the emphasis always goes on internal collaborative dynamics
for urban coworking, the chapter explains that the key to sustainability and
success in rural coworking lies in the embeddedness of coworking practices
into the local environment, with an explicit attention paid to reasons making
the territory a focal point of attractivity in regional policies.
The last part of the book investigates how open labs influence the emergence
of new governance models for innovation that were introduced earlier in this
introduction. Three chapters contribute to this analysis. In Chapter 8, Olivier
Irrmann introduces a link with the “middleground” concept. In Chapter 9, the
authors working around Patrick Cohendet and Laurent Simon at MOSAIC
research centre in HEC Montreal illustrate the link between open labs and the
concept of innovation commons. In Chapter 10, Valérie Mérindol and David
W. Versailles refer to the Triple and Quadruple Helix models of innovation.
Even if they join different theoretical debates and illustrate different concepts,
all three chapters stress show the importance of open labs in the emergence or
in the facilitation of epistemic mechanisms in innovation processes.
Chapter 8 focuses on the emergence of communities of innovation in tertiary education and in the public service. Olivier Irrmann explains the bottom-up introduction of multi-disciplinarity in the educational system, and of
design-based approaches in public administrations. He shows how local initiatives progressively percolated to the rest of their respective organisations in local
ecosystems. In both cases, the processes started with an epistemic community
(Cohendet et al., 2014) and a local physical space, to then gain leverage with
projects and progressively build the “middleground”. The cases explain the
conditions for independence and interstitiality in these (constrained) environments. They show that the concept of “middleground” can be applied beyond
the traditional frameworks of the management of creativity and that open labs
play a prominent role in the transformation of the respective ecosystems.
Chapter 9 has been prepared by a large team of authors with a twin expertise as researchers and practitioners about the TransMedTech (iTMT) case,
an open lab (living lab) installed in Montréal, Canada: Nathalie Tremblay,
Patrick Cohendet, Geneviève Cyr, Margaux Manent, Laurent Simon, MariePierre Faure, and Carl-Eric Aubin. Marie-Pierre Faure is currently Deputy
Director in this open lab; Carl-Eric Aubin is the Founding Director, currently
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Executive and Scientific Director. iTMT was one of the first open lab initiatives in Canada, with a focus on medical technologies and user-centric innovation processes. The chapter shows the sequences progressively building
the community in interaction with “knowledge commons”, but it stresses
the need for the articulation of different “commons” to establish interdisciplinary boundary-crossing. The chapter shows how knowledge, innovation,
social, and symbolic commons follow each other in a logical and temporal
sequence around an open lab adhering to the rationales of a “middleground”
and becoming an actual hub for innovation in medical technologies.
In Chapter 10, Valérie Mérindol and David W. Versailles explain that open
labs have become the catalysts of many collaborations between the public and
private actors, acting as boundary spaces supporting the development of the
dynamics of Triple or Quadruple Helix innovation governance modes. They
analyse cases in the fields of healthcare and smart cities to show the interplay
between knowledge, consensus, and innovation spaces to build this catalyst
role. They also show the necessity to install trust and legitimation mechanisms
when these do not exist before open labs start their operations. The authors
also explain the importance of appraising the contribution made by open labs
from the “knowledge-based view” perspective of organisations, and the major
importance of open lab managerial teams to facilitate the social learning cycles
inside the open labs, and between the different contributors of interactions
between the Triple or Quadruple Helixes.
The book concludes with an Afterword by Michel Ida, currently in charge of
supervising and heading projects on societal impact of sciences and technologies
at the French CEA (French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Agency),
and formerly the Founding Vice president heading the open lab networks at
CEA Tech. Michel Ida has been supporting, and contributing to, the newPIC
chair initiatives on open labs since the beginning of our research in this area.
In his Afterword, he shares his 20 years’ experience in the domain. Michel Ida
shows the importance of building meaning for the future to best anticipate
issues in relation to the diffusion of technologies and innovation. He explains
the fallacies following the resurgence of “magical thinking” (Levi-Strauss,
1966) and points out the main challenges incurred by the transition towards
the new patterns of “sustainability centric” innovation.
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